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Programme: Joint International Doctoral Degree in Law, Science and
Technologies (LAST-JD)
University: University of Bologna (Co-ordinating institution)
Website:
 http://www.last-jd.eu/
 http://www.uab.es/servlet/Satellite/postgraduate/phds/engineering/general
-information/law-science-and-technologies-last-jd1233731024058.html?param1=2013&param2=1340951945228
City, Country: Barcelona, Spain
Duration: 3 years
Fee: UK/EU/international students £14,400, Part Time UK/EU/international
students £7,200 (2 yrs/20 mths) in 1st year of study / £4,800 (3 yrs/32 mths) in
1st year of study.
Application information:
To apply send:
 Application form http://www.last-jd.eu/?page_id=65
 CV (European format), downloadable at
http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/en/documents/curriculum-vitae
 Degree certificate/diploma and Academic Transcript, translated in
English
 Draft research project
 Motivation letter
 One or two recommendation letters
 English test result (The English certificate is obligatory to the students
who are not native English speakers. Those students, who studied in the
countries where the English is an official language, must provide an
official letter stating that their university courses were taught in
English.)
 Other qualifications
 Photo
 Copy of passport
 (eventually) The documentations regarding the EMM scholarship

 The self certify declaration signed by the applicant
Admission requirements:
Admission to the programme is open to applicants who have received a 2nd
Level Master Degree (120 ECTS after 180 ECTS of bachelor) or a Single
Cycle Degree (minimal 300 ECTS), or a comparable university degree
(Second Cycle qualification), as required by the partner universities for
admission to doctoral studies. The title allowing the admission to LAST-JD
program must be obtained before the deadline indicated in the call for
application.
The candidate shall speak English so, if he/she is non-native English speaker, is
required a recognized international English test Certificate obtained in the
last three years before the deadline indicated in the “Call for application”. For
those who studied in countries where the English is the official language, is
required an official letter stating that your university studies were undertaken in
English. The English Language Proficiency is required according to the
following criteria:


IELTS min: 6.5; TOEFL min: 220 CBT, 550 PBT, 80 iBT; TOEIC min:
780, Cambridge min. C.A.E, Trinity min. GESE and ISE Intermediate,
GRE min. Verbal Reasoning. 480, Quantitative Reasoning 600, Analytical
Writing 4.0.

Additional information:
Mobility is required to ensure that all students follow courses in an integrated
way and can benefit from the specific expertise available at partners universities,
in particular, providing the opportunity to experience research activity in
departments of different kinds (law, computer science, bioethics, genetics) and
to familiarize themselves with local languages and the different legal systems of
the EU. This is of fundamental importance, due to the need to exploit and to
adapt to EU law, articuled in a supranational and national level.
The mobility of candidates will be well supported at all times, thanks to the
universities’ extensive experience in hosting foreign students and use of
advanced online instruments for remote collaboration.
Handbook for applicants can be found on this webpage:
http://www.last-jd.eu/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/handbook4APP.pdf

